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Covid-19 
There have been a number of questions placed upon Serco around how the asylum dispersal provision of 

both Initial Accommodation (including contingency) and Dispersed Accommodation in respect of Covid-19 is 
being managed. With such a fluid and ever-changing situation, Serco are in daily dialogue with UKVI to 

ensure that we are updated on any changes to Public Health England guidance as soon as this takes place, 
in addition to operational progress on measures being taken to mitigate risk of spread and infection amongst 

the Service User population nationally. Ultimately, Serco as the AASC provider are being led and advised by 

PHE and UKVI colleagues on what steps to take in line with this guidance in the context of asylum 
accommodation provision.  

 
Collaborative working is also ongoing across all AASC Providers and UKVI in terms of how we consistently 

and pragmatically approach unique challenges related to Service Users who are self-isolating that would 

generally fall outside the scope of contractual requirements. Below summarises current measures that have 
been agreed in this context, but which may be subject to change as advice/guidance and operational 

processes evolve 
 

Home Office Routing Assurance (IA). 
The previous position of the Home Office following discussions with Public Health England was that at the 
point of screening it would be ascertained if a Service User had travelled through or been in contact with 

someone who has travelled through a category 1 country within the past 14 days that: 

  

• For those who presented with symptoms of coronavirus, NHS 111 would be called and their care 
and isolation would become the responsibility of the NHS. 

• For those who did not meet any of the current risk categories provided by Public Health England, 

then if they required support they would follow the normal route through accommodation. 

• Anyone who was considered to pose a risk as a result of their travel history or association would be 
routed to a self-contained hotel in London where they would be supported to self-isolate for the 

requisite 14 days. This facility was similar to others that had been set up for other cohorts of people. 

  
As at Friday 13th March, this position was changed following the revision of PHE guidance, which now states 

only individuals who are presenting with coronavirus symptoms should self-isolate, and the period of self-
isolation has reduced from 14 to 7 days. Further guidance has now also been issued by Government in 

respect of entire households self-isolating for up to 14 days if one member of the household presents with 
symptoms. 

 

Given this, the hotel site specifically established to accommodate non-symptomatic category 1 risk service 
users has been stood down; with the focus now shifting on how symptomatic cases can be managed 

throughout the self-isolation period. Home Office and Public Health England (PHE) are in discussions on this 
in the context of this shift in guidance, and in the acknowledgement that IA provision is not appropriate in 

respect of managing self-isolation cases where symptoms are being displayed. 

 

Self-isolation IA 
Serco will continue to follow guidelines issued by PHE when managing service users in IA. In this context, 

Serco will advise any SU who presents with symptoms related to Covid-19 to self-isolate in line with PHE 
guidance and to only contact the NHS online or via 111 for further health advice on what to do if their 

symptoms worsen. Once clarity has been obtained from UKVI/PHE in respect of alternative provision being 
stood up to support in accommodating symptomatic cases for the self-isolation period, in addition to clarity 

on how such cases will be transported between sites safely, then processes will be reviewed in conjunction 
with UKVI. 

 

Service Users across all IA sites and those who are accommodated within contingency are being continually 
advised (verbal or written advice in a language that is understood by the Service User) to take the measures 
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recommended by Public Health in respect of managing hygiene and keeping themselves safe, such as 

cleaning of hands throughout the day on a frequent basis with soap and water, covering coughs and 

sneezes etc. In respect of hotel provision, Serco are working with the sites to ensure more regular topping 

up of hygiene products within rooms if required. Anti-bacterial hand gel is not provided to Service Users 
given that owing to overall public demand, the availability of such products in bulk purchasing from suppliers 

is simply not possible. Regular washing of hands will act as effectively in mitigating risk of exposure to the 
virus. 

 

Any instances of self-isolation cases are reported on a daily basis to UKVI so that volumes can be monitored 
(to date all self-isolation cases in IA have been as a precautionary measure based on previous PHE advice, 

where Service Users have not had symptoms of the virus itself). And whilst progression is made by 
UKVI/PHE on the standing up of a bespoke site to accommodate symptomatic cases, each case will be risk 

assessed in conjunction with UKVI colleagues. PHE guidance will be followed prescriptively in managing such 

cases, and minimising risk to other Service Users and staff working on site. 
 

As yet, in Serco contract regions there have been no instances of Service Users who are self-isolating in self-
catered IA provision where access to food supplies has been an issue. However, given the ever-changing 

landscape in respect of supply and demand of products themselves and delivery options, discussions are 

underway amongst AASC providers and UKVI in respect of how this can be supported to be managed in both 
IA and DA for cases who are required to self-isolate. 

 

Dispersed Accommodation 

The information being received from Public Health England and the World Health Organisation changes 

regularly. That the virus is now being treated as a pandemic (prevalent over a whole country or the world) 
means that inevitably as the days/weeks progress there will be cases of Service Users in Dispersed 

Accommodation who present with symptoms of the virus or who are confirmed by health colleagues to have 

the virus. In such cases, PHE guidance will again be followed in advising SU’s in regards to self-isolation and 
health contact for further advice if required. 

Discussions are ongoing with UKVI in respect of contractual requirements related to inspections and repairs 
within properties where a SU is known to be self-isolating. At present there is no necessity for a blanket 

position in this context, and any such instances will be considered by Serco and UKVI on a case by case 

basis to ensure that Serco staff are not exposed to unnecessary risk or that the containment measures being 
achieved through self-isolation are breached. If the situation worsens in respect of staff and service users, 

there may be a need to review more broadly how issues such as inspection and fault rectification are 
managed. 

In addition to engagement directly with the Service User population in terms of understanding those 
households who are self-isolating, AASC Providers are also working with the AIRE provider and UKVI to 

understand if there are other interventions around data capture of self-isolation amongst the Service User 

population that can be put in place in order to be able to appropriately advise and effectively assess and 
manage risk.  

Written advice in line with that issued by PHE is due to be sent to all Service Users accommodated within 
Dispersed Accommodation given updates over recent hours/days. This will be translated into 21 languages, 

and as such where appropriate Service Users will receive a translated version in addition to a version in 

English. 

Serco are also conducting an exercise to identify households accommodated within dispersed provision who 

may fall within the at-risk categories who may be required to implement more robust social isolation 
measures regardless of whether displaying symptoms e.g. Over 70’s, pregnant women, respiratory/immunity 

conditions, so that we can provide more specific advice to these groups. Inevitably in terms of health 
conditions this may require joint working with UKVI. 
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Business Continuity 

Ultimately the position for Serco is that the health and wellbeing of our staff is of the upmost importance. As 
such in instances where self-isolation of a Service User is taking place, a decision that safeguards and 

protects staff and reduces risk of further spread amongst the communities in which we operate, will be 

taken as the first priority. The landscape in relation to the scale of potential impact of Coronavirus on our 
service user population and our staff themselves is largely an unknown, and will be continually reviewed on 

a daily basis internally and with UKVI colleagues in the context of ensuring we provide essential operational 
services to our service user population. It must be acknowledged that inevitably as the situation progresses 

this may require a review of how services are delivered in the context of both managing risk and also 

resource itself, which will no doubt be impacted as the spread of virus progresses. 

Communications have already been issued to Regional and Sub-regional leads within the 4 geographical 

regions in which Serco deliver AASC, to advise that given the risks associated to themselves as individuals, 
stakeholders and other Serco staff in attending multiple forums across varying regions, the Stakeholder 

Engagement team will cease attendance at meetings until further notice. Serco remain committed to 

engaging in any meetings via Skype or dial in. 

 


